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[image: Green zig zag background pattern]Great things happen when data is shared
..but making this happen can seem impossible. With Eightwire's data-exchange products, automated and secure data-sharing is now the new norm.

Talk to us today












ABOUT US




We help unlock the power of your data
[image: Zig zag pattern with arrow]As a society we are increasingly data rich, but information poor. Organisations struggle to manage and exchange their data in a secure, timely and scalable way.
At Eightwire, we believe in making safe, secure, and automated data exchange simple and cost-effective. Our suite of purpose-built data exchange products enable individuals, organisations, and their data to seamlessly connect and collaborate, making sophisticated data sharing more accessible than ever before.





We help you unlock the power of your data
[image: Zig zag pattern with arrow]As a society we are increasingly data rich, but information poor. Organisations struggle to manage and exchange their data in a secure, timely and scalable way.
The Eightwire suite of data exchange products provide a safe, secure and easy method for connecting people and organisations.
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An all-round solution for sensitive health data transfer



Medicly tackles the challenges that affect the time, energy, and cost of healthcare. It’s secure and compliant, so you can focus on getting the valuable insights you need. 

Learn More








Data sharing that just works



Conductor integrates with all major software platforms, automating the majority of the effort required to share data between internal systems and external organisations.

Learn More








Secure access to health records in minutes



Life, health and trauma insurance all require access to medical reports to manage risk. With Surely, insurers and health providers can collaborate faster, providing a better experience for their clients.

Learn More








Open new banking possibilities



A groundbreaking platform that is reshaping the banking landscape by enabling seamless data-sharing between banks and enterprises. Switching banks has never been easier, faster, or more cost-effective.

Learn More
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HOW IT WORKS





1
Connect

Eightwire products work with all major data storage systems and APIs. It takes as little as 20 minutes for an organisation to connect and begin exchanging data.
Our no-code interface connects complex, cross-enterprise data exchange processes with ease. Gone are the days of building and maintaining bespoke integrations. 


[image: Illustration of man in blue jacket connecting a cord to icons]

2
Map

Eightwire products automatically map your data sources and destination, with governance and security built into every step.
Our no-code solution automates error correction for thousands of common data errors to reduce system crashes.  
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3
Exchange

Eightwire products move information between systems without the need to write code.
Enterprises gain a complete system-to-system solution that feeds data platforms from external sources and internal silos that would otherwise be difficult to access.
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WHAT CAN EIGHTWIRE HELP YOU DO?


Enhance data governance and oversight



Our technology gives you the management and security capabilities you need to allow you full visibility and control of data flow.

Learn More





Create a safe and secure environment



Establish trust with your stakeholders and customers from day one by meeting user access, data sovereignty, privacy, and security requirements.

Learn More





Connect data beyond enterprise boundaries



We help connect organisations and their data in a way that is easy, consistent and efficient. You can continue to work with your existing tools and processes without the need for APIs, manual extracts, or other complex technologies.

Learn More





Compliant from the start



We exceed the highest security thresholds for data-sharing and navigate all the compliance requirements, ensuring you can exchange even the most sensitive data with confidence and ease.

Learn More













It’s never been easier to securely share data.

Get in touch







OUR CUSTOMER STORIES
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Government
ACC streamlines access to MRI scans
Streamlining the patient journey and automating the contract delivery systems has led to a major improvement across the health system.

Learn More
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Health
Critical information shared during COVID-19 response
As the Government’s response to COVID-19 ramped up in March 2020, the Ministry of Health needed timely information about Intensive Care Unit bed availability. 

Learn More
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"Eightwire’s data exchange allows organisations to securely exchange data without system changes or additional overhead, across the social sector."
Dorothy Adams, Past Chief Executive Social Investment Agency


"Eightwire has given us a fast and reliable way to aggregate individuals and families data from a range of government agencies...into one place. This has allowed Synergia to provide an integrated dashboard...and support needs of their community."
David Todd, Managing Director Synergia
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Find out more about our purpose-built data exchange products, or get in touch with our team.

How the data exchange works
Eightwire products deliver secure data exchange for governments and multinational organisations. To deliver this function, Eightwire is built with overlapping levels of security for users, encryption, and transport.
Read our Technical overview





Frequently asked questions
Want to know more? Read some of our frequently asked questions.
Read our FAQs





Can’t find what you’re looking for?
Get in touch with our friendly team. We’re here to help.
Contact us







We are trusted with high-stakes data everyday.
Find out how we can help you.

Contact our team
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The Wire
Expand your bandwidth
Join our email newsletter for the latest on safe and secure data-sharing.





Thank you!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.









Stay up to date with our newsletter





Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong.



Experience fast, secure and easy data exchange with Eightwire’s purpose-built products designed to streamline information sharing between systems. Trusted by governments, health providers, insurers and banks with high stakes data.
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